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temperatures on the T-62 He' vapor-pressure scale
with an error less than 0.0027'K, over the temperature
range 0.82 to 1.0833 K. Since this range of temperatures
is a very awkward region in which to calibrate an

apparatus lacking a He' vapor bulb, the critical field of
gallium provides an excellent secondary standard.
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Bethe s hypothesis is proved for the ground state of a one-dimensional cyclic chain of anisotropic nearest-
neighbor spin-spin interactions. The proof holds for any fixed number of down spins.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE eigenvalue spectrum of the Hamiltonian

H= ——,
' g {o o '+ovo.v'+ha. o.'}

is of current interest. In (1) e are the Pauli spin matrices
at a particular site (o. '= 'a=vo 21), e' are the Pauli
spin matrices at a neighboring site. 6 is a real numerical
constant (6= 1 corresponds to the isotropic ferro-
magnetic problem, 6= —1 the isotropic antiferro-
magnetic problem' ). The sum extends over all nearest
neighbors in a 1-dimensional linear, 2-dimensional

square, or 3-dimensional simple- cubic lattices with
cyclic boundaries.

The significance of (1) in the theory of ferromag-
netism and the theory of antiferromagnetism is well

known. (1) is also the problem to consider for the
quantum lattice gasP Dn particular, the ground-state
energy and the thermodynamical properties of a system
with the Hamiltonian (1) can be transformed to give
the ground-state energy and the thermodynamical
properties of a quantum lattice gas. This quantum
lattice gas is a Bose gas moving on a lattice with (a) a
quantum kinetic energy, not in the form of an operator
(—i't '/25K)V, but in the form of a double difference,

' C. N. Yang and C. P. Yang, Phys. Rev. 147, 303 {1966).
~ T. Matsubara and H. Matsuda, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto)

16, 569 (1956); 17, 19 (1957); R. T. Whitlock and P. R. Zileel,
Phys. Rev. 131, 2409 (1963); P. R. Zilsel, Phys. Rev. Letters 15,
476 (1965).

(b) a hard core preventing two atoms from occupying
the same site, and (c) an energy of interaction equal to
—2i1 foi. nearest neighbors. See Table I.j

I.et y be the magnetization per site,

y=eigenvalue of (1/X) Q o, , (2)

where %=total number of sites in the lattice. One is
particularly interested in the function

f(a,y) = lim
x Xs

(lowest eigenvalue of H

for fixed y), (3)

which is half of the ground-state energy per bond for a
6xed y. Here s is the number of nearest neighbors at
each site. The existence of the limiting function f(A,y)
was proved in Ref. 1. A number of general properties
of fwas also established there. In particular, inequalities
were given between the f for one-, two-, and three-
dimensional lattices.

The purpose of this and subsequent papers is to
study properties of the Hamiltonian (1) for the one-

dimensional linear cyclic chain.
This problem was studied by approximate methods

by Bloch.' Bethe4 then proposed that the eigenfunctions
are of a certain specific form (to be called Bethe's
hypothesis). The particular case 6= —1 (a,ntiferro-

' I".Bloch, Z. Physik 61, 206 (1930); 74, 295 (1932).
4 H. A. Bethe, Z. Physik 71, 205 (1931).
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TABLE I. Physical problems for different values of h.

a&0

a&0

Quantum lattice gas with

Attractive interaction
outside of hard core

Repulsive interaction
outside of hard core

Hamiltonian (1) is equivalent to

Anisotropic ferromagnetic Hamiltonian
(A = 1 corresponds to isotropic case)

Anisotropic antiferromagnetic Hamiltonian (Ref. 1)
(6= —1 corresponds to isotropic case)

magnetic isotropic case) was considered in detail by
Hulthen, ' who gave an evaluation of f( 1,—0) using
Bethe's hypothesis. Later, Orbach' extended these con-
siderations and obtained an integral equation which
he numerically solved to evaluate f(A,O) for A~ —1,
again using Bethe's hypothesis. The integral equation
was later solved by series expansion by Walker, ~ who
obtained f(A,O) for d, ~ —1 as a series. Griflithss in-
vestigated the problem of f(—1, y) and des Cloizeaux
and Pearson' the excited states at A= —1, y=0. (See
Fig. 1.) Lieb, Schultz, and Mattis" and Katsura"
studied the case 6=0.

In this series of papers we study the problem for
general values of 6 and y. In the process we also establish
rigorously the validity of Bethe's hypothesis for the
ground state. These papers will use the same notation
as Ref. 1 and will form a self-contained series.
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FIG. 1. 6 and y values where f(A,y) has been discussed in
the literature. The numbers are the reference numbers quoted in
this paper. The dotted line through A represents the isotropic
ferromagnetic case. That through B represents the isotropic
antiferromagnetic case.

~ L. Hulthdn, Arkiv. Mat. Astron. Fysik 26A, No. 11 (1938).' R. Orbach, Phys. Rev. 112, 309 (1958).' L. R. Walker, Phys. Rev. 116, 1089 (1959).' R. B. GriKths, Phys. Rev. 133, A768 (1964).' J. des Cloizeaux and J. J. Pearson, Phys. Rev. 128, 2131
(1962).' E. Lieb, T. Schultz and D. Mattis, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 16,
40'/ (1961);S. Katsura, Phys. Rev. 127, 1508 (1962).

2. BETHE'S HYPOTHESIS

We generalize in this section Bethe's hypothesis to
the general case of A(1.

Consider an eigenfunction P of H with m down spins
and K—m up spins. Clearly,

y=1—2(m/X).
We assume

2m~ X, or y~0.
Let xi, xs, , x (in ascending order) be the sites with
down spins. (1~x,~K). Bethe's hypothesis says that

there are m Ntrequul real numbers pi p such that
the wave function P is a sum of m! terms each of which
is of the exponential form

(constant) expiry pl+1+p pszs+ ' ], ' (6)

where (P1,P2,P3, Pm) is a permutation of 1, 2, 3,
~ m. In other words,

p=gr A p expiLQ; pg, x;] (7)

It will be further assumed" that the p's are within the
following range:

where

—7r(p, (7r, for A~ —1;
—(s.—p)(p, (s —p, for —1~6(1;

0&pQx') cosy= —D.

(g)

(9)

(10)

"The original Bethe hypothesis was- broader than that stated
here. Our more restrictive form makes it easier to prove the
validity of the hypothesis for the ground state.

Clearly, cosp, )A. We plot the range of p; in Fig. 2.
For large K and m, but with m/X= fixed, the number

of 2 ~'s is larger than the number of spin arrangements.
(7) is therefore not in general a hypothesis without
further conditions on the A~'s. These conditions are
stated below in (16) and (17) and form an integral part
of Bethe's hypothesis.

We now examine the following points:

(a) Consider the equation HP= EP at a conlguration
in which no down spins are nearest neighbors of each
other. Write

H = —(A/2)X —-,'g [o,a.'+a „a„'+ha, a, ' A]. —

The square bracket operating on any state for which
the two spins in question are both up or both down
gives zero. It is then easy to see that Hf=Ef is satis-
fied for the configuration studied if

E= —(A/2)K++; (2A —2 cosp;) .

(One can see this most easily by taking m=2, then
m=3, etc.)

(b) Consider the equation Hf=EP at a configu-
ration in which among the down spins there is exactly
one pair of nearest neighbors. Vsing (11) one sees that
Hf= EP is satisfied if

26e'~ —l—e'~"
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where P and P' are any two permutations so that

PP4P»''' ' 'P~q
and

(12) I,,I,, I

pr t, p~ s ——same as above except with

p and q switched.

(These Points are again easily Proved first for m=2, Not ce$4 th t fo
then for m= 3, etc.) Define"

m —1 ~ |m—1
+1 I," I

(19)
2 j' k 2

O~(p)q) =+2 tan

Notice

Then

6 sing(p —q)/2)

cosL(p+q)/2g —6 cosL(p —q)/2j

O(P, q) = —e(q P)

A p/A p = —e—'8" "

m= even, I,=half-odd integer,

m= od.cl, I,= integer.
(20)

3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE FUNCTION O

(13)
Thus for emery set of p, satisfying (18), (8), and (9),

we can construct an eigenfunction (7) for the Hamiltonian
(14) (1), by taking" As&0 and substituting (16) into (7).

Equations (14) and (15) lead to a solution of A~ in
terms of As (i.e., the A~ for P=identity):

A /A, =aexp( —i+ O(p, ,p()), (16)

It is convenient, to study 0" (p, q) in the interval (8)
and (9), to apply the following transformations" p &-+ n:

where the sign is + for P = even and —for odd and
the summation extends over all pairs p, , p& for which j&t
and j stands to the left of / in the sequence P1, P2, P3,

. (j and t need not be consecutive. )
(c) Consider the equation Hf=EP at other con-

figurations. It is easy to prove that (15) ensures that
HP= EP is satisfied.

(d) The cyclic boundary condition must be imposed
on (7). Using (7) the condition is fulfilled if for all P

d« —1: d = —coshX, ) )0,
eX e

—ia

P(—~) = —P(~),
sinh2P

cosp = —coshX+
cosh X—cosn

(2ia)

(21b)

A g =A ~" exp(pg tm),
where

P"j, P"2, =P2, P3 . ~ Pm, Pj..

Because of (16) this condition is in turn fulfilled if

exp(ippz) = (—1)"—' expL —i Q) O(p;,pg)j,
j=1~m. (17)

sinhX sinn
sinp=

COSTA COSn

dp S1Ilp

dn sinn cosh) —cosn
&0, (21c)

One of the possible sets of solutions" of this equation,
upon taking the logarithm, is

O~(p, q) =2 tan ' (cothX) tan

'2 is a single-valued real analytic function of 5, p and q if the
latter two are in the open interval given for p; in (8) and (9).
O&(0,0) =0. These conditions define uniquely the branch of tan '
to take in (13). The function O~ becomes more visualizable after
the transformation (21) to be discussed later. The range of values
of O~ will also be given there.

u (t8) is the same as the solution chosen by Bethe (Ref. 4),
Hulthen (Ref. 5), and Orbach (Ref. 6) in their special cases. The
notation here is, however, diferent from that in their papers. The
main points in the difference are (a) we use tan ' instead of cot '
in (13). This difference results in our BI=1 in (19), while in
Orbach, the corresponding b,) =2. (b) Our range of p as given in
{8) is shifted by x from the previous convention. This is because
our Harniltonian (1) at 4 & —1 is related to Orbach's by a unitary
transformation. (See Ref. 1.) Our definition (13) and the range
(8) and (9) are chosen to facilitate continuity arguments with
respect to 6 which we shall need later on for proving Bethe's
hypothesis.

FIG. 2. Interval in
which p lies.

I I Tt

"I
O Jgi

'4 By making I, half-odd integral for the case m =even, one can
treat all values of m together. Notice that, however, this method
works in the case of the quantum lattice gas only for bosons.

"Provided (7) is not identically zero for all x; where 1&x;
(x2 (x K. This provision is probably satisfied for all 6 &1,
m~ X/2. We have so far, however, only succeeded in proving it,
for each fixed X, for sufBciently small m. However, by a round-
about argument in Sec. 5 we circumvent the necessity of an explicit
proof.

"The transformation for the case b, (—1 was used by Walker
(Ref. 7), and for n= —1 by Hulthdn (Ref. 5).
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—2ir(0~(2ir, 0~= continuous in p and q.

BI9 80 sinh 2~ —&0
BP Bn cosh2li —cos (n —P)

(21e)

For t1(—1, there are no singularities of 0~ in the
closed square —7r &p & nr, —7r & q & ir. For —1 &6(1,
the only singularities of 0~ in the closed square—(7r —ti)&p& (ir—p), —(ir —p) &q&ir —p are at

—1(6&1:6= —cosy, , 0&p(m ) (21f) p=q=ir —p and p=q= —(m' —p), (22)

e'2'—
e'l'+" —1

—(m. —t )(p( (ir —p) ~ —~ (n(+ ~,

at which 0' is discontinuous.
21g

(c) 0~ (~—ti, q) = 2ti —ir, (for —1 &6& 1), (23)

except at q= z —ti, where 0' is discontinuous.
P(—n) = —P(n)

sin tM (d) 0(—P, —
q) = —0(P q) =0'(q P) (24)

cosp= —cosp+
cosho. '—cosp

sing sinho.
sinp=

cosho. —cosy

It is useful, for discussing 6 dependence, to make a
further transformation (for all 6&1):

where
dp sinp

&0
do. sinho, cosho, —cosp,

(21h) a= Cn/(2ir) =
0 cosp —5

(25)

0(p,q)=2 tan —' (coty) tanh
A The intervals (8) and (9) become—=~(,c), (»)

&a&
sinhA. sinhA,

6&—1, (26a)

srn 2p88 Bg

BP Bn cosh(n —P) —cos 2p

6= —1: n=-', tanp/2,

dp p—=4 cos'—= &0,
dn 2 1+4n'

o. (p, q) =2 t»-'0 —)=—0( ~)

(21j)
—1&6&1. (26b)

+-', P X-'n(a,—a,), (27)

Within this range a is analytic in p and h.
21k

4. PROOF OF EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION FOR (18)

Consider the function LA(1, p, satisfying (8) and
(9)]:

(211)
Z(p, " P...~) =p r(a, )—2~(X- ) p 1,a,

88 Bg 2

BP Bn 1+ (n —P)2

We notice that for all cases
r(x) = pda, Q(x) = 8 —,0 da.

where C was defined in (21p), a in (25), and
(21n)

where

2 dp
cosp= 5+——,

C do.
(21o)

Clearly

Q(a,—a,) = 8(n,n;)da =
dC

o'(p, p) dp, (29)—
C=

sinhA, sin@
or 4m (21p)

for the three cases, respectively.
Using these, and also the original form of 0" in (13),

it is easy to see the following:

(a) Reference 12 is correct.
(b) 0~ can be extended to the boundary of the open

square (8) and (9) for p and q.

Q(a,—a,)=Q(a,—a;) .

Thus, Z is analytic ie all p, aid 6 for A&1 and p, in

(8) and (9).
One has also by straightforward differentiation

BZ d8~.

LPJ
—2~(& ')1J+2 ~ 'o(PJ, P~)3 (30)

~p dp l

Thus (18)is the conditiori for al extremum of Z at fixed h.
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r"(x))0, 0"(x)~0, (31)

as is easily verified from (28), and (21j). Each term
Q(u; —a, ) gives therefore a contribution to the second-
derivative matrix that is positive (but not definite). $
Z can thus have only one stationary point. To prove
that it does have a minimum (for each 6) at finite values
of a, consider successively larger closed cubes C, in p,
space approaching the open cube (9). We shall show
that the position P; of the minimum of Z in these closed
cubes C, cannot always lie on the boundary of C, : lf
they always do, there would be an accumulation point
P Lon the boundary of the open cube (9)j of these
minima P;.

(n) Now suppose P is on the "surface" of the closed
cube of (9). In other words at P, there is one p, say,
p, which is =~—p, all other p(s- —p. We can approach
P through a series of minima P; at each of which
BZ/Bp;&0, or

p;—27r(K ')I;+Q( X '0~(p; pi) &0. (32)

Approaching P we obtain, by (23) and the continuity
of 0,

(m
—p) —2a(X ')I,+K '(2p —~)(m —1)&0.

We are now in a position to prove

Theorem I:For m& X/2, 0&6,(1, (18) has a unique
solution S so that each p, is in (9).Each p, is an analytic
function of h. For any 6, P,WP, unless i =j.

Proof: (a) At 6=0, 0~=0. (18) has then a unique
solution satisfying this theorem.

(b) For 0&6(1,Z as a function of ui, am, . a has
a positive-definite second-derivative matrix tLProof:

(c) Thus some of the P; are not on the boundary of
the closed cube C;. Such a P; must give an absolute
minimum of Z. Hence, Z has a unique minimum in the
open cube (9), for each value of h. That minimum gives
the unique solution of (18).

(d) Since the second-derivative matrix of Z has an
inverse, one can evaluate dp, /dD for every 6 in the
interval 0 D(1. This evaluation is also possible for
complex values of 6 in the neighborhood of the interval.
Thus p; is an analytic function of A.

(e) (18) shows directly that if p;=p, , I,=I,, hence
1=2

Theorem Z: The solution discussed in Theorem 1
satisfies

pi= p~ i+» 2=—1~m. (35)

Proof: For m=even, consider p; (j =1—&m/2) a,s
dependent on P; Pj=(m/2)+1 —+mj through (35).
For m= odd, put pi„+i&~&——0, and use (35) to eliminate
half of the p's. Z as a function of the independent p's
clearly has a positive-definite second-derivative matrix.
We can prove that the minimum of Z does not lie at
infinite values of a, just as in Theorem 1. Thus, Z has
a mirumum with respect to the independent p s satis-
fying (35). Using (24) one sees that (18) is satisfied at
this minimum. But by Theorem 1 (18) has only one
solution. Hence, Theorem 2.

Theorem 3: For m& K/2, 6&0, (18) has solutions 8
forming a continuous curve in the real k; (j= 1~m) X6
space with k; satisfying (8) and (9). The curve extends
from 6=0 down to all 6(0. At each point S on the
curve

p, N p; unless ~=j
Furthermore,

This is a contradiction since p;= —p~;+i, j=1~ m. (36)

I;& ', (m 1)-, i—i(m, 2m&X.

Similarly, P cannot be such that one p= —(a —p).
(8) Suppose P is on an "edge" of the closed cube of

(9).For example, at P, p;= pi= a —p, all other p(vr p-
In this case we use the fact that at each P;, since
P; is a minimum in a closed cube,

Proof: (a) Consider the case m= even. The case
m= odd can be treated similarly. Consider the cube 6:
j= (m/2)+1 —+ m.

0&p, &(m —p)(1—X ') —1&6&0, (37a)

0&p, &~(1—m-i) ~(—1. (37b)

That is,

BZ BZ
+ &0

Ba; Ba~

For every point in the cube 6, we can construct a fulI
set of p's satisfying (36). Clearly this full set lies in (8)
and (9). Thus, Z is ari analytic function of p and 6 in
(cube t')XA. For

p,+pi 27rK '(I;+Ii)+K-
XQ. LO(p;,p.)+O(pi, p.))&0. (33)

Using (24) and approaching P we obtain

2 (mIJ) 27rx '(I,+.I—i)— —

+K '2(m —2)(2p —m)&0. (34)

This is again a contradiction since I,+Ii&;;(m 1)-—
+L-,'(m —1)—1j.

(p) Similarly we can prove that P is not on a "super-
edge" of the closed cube of (9), etc.

j= (m/2)+1 —+ m,

BZ dG~.
=2 Q;—2n. (K ')I ++ K—'0~(p; pi)j. (38)

~pi dpi l

(b) At every point P in the cube t' there is a vector
e;= —KL j of (38). A stationary point of Z is a point
where v=0. v is continuous in both P and D. Now on
the boundary of t, the vector v is &0 and always points
iemord. To prove this we discuss three points:

(u) For p, =O, n;=I2wI, ])0.
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(p) If —156&0 and p;= (s —ti)(1—K '), then by
(21.10), (21.14), and (23),

e(p~ipi) = 8(& &—pi) = 2&
Thus,

v, ~—(n- —ti) (K—1)+2m I;—(m —1)(2'—n.)
~—(n.—p) (K—1)+m (m —1)—(m —1)(2ti —m)

&0.

(y) If 6(—1, 0&p(m,

O(p, p,)+0(p, —p,)~ 20(p,o)
= —4 tan '$(cothX) tan(n/2) j)—2~,

where the ~ sign can be verified by using (21.5) to
calculate the derivative of its left-hand side with respect
to pi. Thus, if p;=s(1—K '),

n;( —s (K—1)+2rrI;+arm 60.
(c) Thus with respect to the vector v(P), the bound-

ary of the cube 6 has an index of 1. It follows from a
theorem in topology' that there are solutions of @=0
which form a continuous curve in the product space of
6 with A. We can then use (36) to construct a con-
tinuous curve in the product space of p; with A. By
(24) one easily verifies that (18) is satisfied on the curve.

(d) Obviously P,=P; implies I;=I;, hence i= j.
S. PROOF THAT BETHE'S HYPOTHESIS IS VALID

FOR THE GROUND STATE

%e shall now use continuity arguments with respect
to 6 to study the ground state. To do this we need

Theorem 4: The ground state of the Hamiltonian (1)
for finite X and m(m, =no. of spins down) is nonde-
generate for any real A. The ground-state energy is
analytic in 6 for all real A.

Proof: The Hamiltonian is a matrix operator between
the K!Lm!(K—m)!] ' spin arrangements. The off-

diagonal elements of this matrix are —1 or 0. The
diagonal elements can be all made negative if we
subtract a large constant from H, i.e., there is a large
number A so that A —H has all elements ~0, and all
diagonal elements &0. A nonvanishing off-diagonal
element connects every two spin arrangements with
one pair of neighboring spins f$ switched. Clearly, for
large enough powers of 3—H all elements will be )0.
Consider one such odd power: (A H)". The large—st
eigenvalue of (A —H)" cannot be degenerate, since any
corresponding wave function can be normalized so that
all its elements are )0.

Now the eigenvalues are solutions of a polynomial
equation with coeKcients which are polynomials in d.
Any nondegenerate solution must be analytic. Thus,
Theorem 4 is proved.

Theorem 5: At 8,=0, the solution of (18) is unique
and gives through (20) the ground state of H.

Proof: At 5=0, 0=0. Thus (18) gives Xp;=2~I, .
(16) gives A~/Ao ——&1, + for even and —for odd

"P. AlexandroK and H. Hopf, Topolope (Springer-Verlag,
Berlin, 1935).

Proof: We need only examine the provision of Ref.
15. The main idea is to show that the point where the
provision is not valid is discrete and therefore could be
rendered harmless. This is done by showing that each
element of the wave function (7) is algebraic in 6:

(a) Put u;= exp(ip, ) (39)

Then
22 u —1—sm)

expL —ie(p, pi)3=
26S~—1—S&%~

(40)

Now (18) implies (17) which becomes

26S.—1—S%~
uF=(—1)- 'll

25S~—1—S~S)
(41)

LNotice, however, that solutions u, of (41) may not
satisfy (18).j One can eliminate all u's but one from

(41), obtaining an equation

6 (u, a) =0, (42)

which is satisfied by u&, by s2, . by s„,. (P is a poly-
nomial of s and A.

Thus, each s is an algebraic function of h. s has no
more than a finite number of cuts and poles. Further-
more, it has only a finite number of Riemann sheets.

(b) Now (16) and (40) show that A r /A e is a rational
function of d and the u's. Thus, after (16) is substituted
into (7) and A& put =1, we obtain a ip every element of
which is a rational function of 6 and the s's. Define

iP'=iP g (2~u& —1—u, ui). (43)

Every element of iP' is a Polyuomial of 6 and the u's.
At 6=0, 0~=0 and all the u's are, by (18) and (39),
on the unit circle and have positive real parts. Thus,
at 5=0 the product in (43) is not zero and iP' is the
genuine (i.e., nonvanishing) ground-state wave

function.
We have thus iP' and E, both as polynomials in 6

and the s's so that
HiP' = EARP',

permutations P. Thus, (7) becomes a determinantal
wave function.

Now at d =0, all eigenstates of H are known. '0 It is
easily seen that the solution above is the ground state.

If the provision referred to in Ref. 15 is satisfied
always along the solution S of Theorems 1 and 3, we
have a wave function ip for every point on 8, with an
eigenvalue E given by (11). The (E,h) plot forms a
continuous curve extending over every real d, (i. Con-

tinuity in 6 and Theorems 4 and 5 would then lead to
Theorem 6: For any real 6(1 and for 2m~X, the

ground state is given by Bethe's hypothesis as stated
in (20). Furthermore,

p;= —p„~i; j= 1-+m.
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if the u's satisfy (41). (41) defines the u's as algebraic
functions of h. Thus, in complex 5 space except at the
poles of the u's and at points where lt'=0, f' is an
eigenstate of H. These exceptional points are finite in
number. We can obtain a correct eigenfunction tk" at
these points too by properly normalizing P' and ap-
proaching these exceptional points. Hence, Theorem 6.
(In fact the above proves a generalization of Theorem
6 to complex A.)

We can also prove the following theorem, which
clarifies but is not essential for later discussions.

Theorem 7: The p's are analytic in A in an open strip
containing the semi-infinite real axis h(1.

Proof": (a) Starting from A=O, and inoving along
the real axis towards 6= —~, let d =d~ be the first
singularity of the I s, if any is in the way. We can form
a simple closed path that loops around AI and return to
6=0, which does not pass through and does not contain,
inside of it, any other singularities of any u. Now E(h)
is analytic along the real axis, by Theorem 4. Further-
more, it is a polynomial in N. Thus, E has no singularity
on or in the path and it returns to the original value
when A goes around the path back to A=O. Thus, P'
returns also to the ground-state wave function at 6=0,
except for a possible multiplicative factor. This wave
function is a determinant. Consider its values when

"One can rearrange the theorems so that the topological
theorem is not needed: After Theorems 1 and 2, 4, and 5 the con-
cept of u of (39) is introduced, together with the |k' of (43),
leading to HP'=EP' for complex h. One then proves Theorem 7,
using in part (b) of the proof the discussions following Eq. (38).
This proof of Theorem 7 then automatically establishes (18) for all
n (1, with all p's within the bounds (8) and (9).

xi=1, xz ——2, x„ i ——m —1, but successively x =m,
m+1, m+2, . Its values are in the ratio of 1, P u,

2 u'+ps&t utut, . . . Thus, all syminetrical poly-
nomials of the n's return to their original values around
the loop. Hence, the I's are merely permuted in going
completely around the loop. Call that permutation
P(hi).

(b) For 0~6(1,u, is on the unit circle. By analytic
continuation, it must remain so for 61(d(0. Thus,

p, = z —lnu; is analytic for Ai(A(1. For Ogh 1,
Theorem 1 shows that (18) is satisfied. Continuing all
p's to values of d«0, (18) remains satisfied until either
we reach the point Ai, or the p's go outside of the limits
defined in (8) and (9). The latter alternative, however,
does not obtain, since before the p's reach the boundary,
the corresponding point must go out of the surface of
the cube (37). Part (b) of the proof of Theorem 3
demonstrates that that is not possible. Thus, (18) is
satisfied for all 81(h(1.

(c) ht is not a pole for the u's, since ~u~ =1 for
A=hi+0. Since each ut is algebraic in 6, it has a
definite value at A= t4. (18) shows that at A=hi, all
p's are unequal. Hence, all u's are unequal.

(d) Now tighten the loop of (a) around Ai. Since all
u's are unequal at 6i, the permutation P(hi) must be
the identity. Thus, 6& is not a branch point of any I,.
Contradiction.
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The ground-state energy 2f per lattice site for an infinite system is studied as a function of b, and of the
magnetization y. Analyticity properties of f(ts,y) are proved. The behavior of f(ts,y) at and near y=0 and

y = 1 are investigated.

1. BASIC EQUATIONS
' 'N Paper I' it was shown that if 5&1, the ground state
~ - for a fixed K ( No. of sites) and m (=No. of down
spins) is of Bethe's form (I7), with p; satisfying (I18),

' C. N. Yang and C. P. Yang, preceding paper, Phys. Rev. 150,
321 (1966). Formulas and references there are referred to as
(118), etc. The notations are the same.

or

pt=2zrIt(X-') —X—' Q e(p; pi).
b I

Since ptsep; if j)z, by continuity argument with
respect to A, we see that pt(pz(ps . &p for all h.
As X, m-+ m at a fixed ratio, the p's increase in


